Loover features an open back frame upholstered with Vue mesh for individual comfort. Vue mesh is a combination of elastic and non-stretch fibers woven together to create a flexible back that provides custom support for each user and a supportive non-rigid lumbar.

Vue mesh is available in a choice of 24 colors with 12 coordinating Match fabrics for the seat. Loover can also be upholstered in your choice of fabric, vinyl or leather.
Versatile seating from task to stool

Coordinating Vue mesh back colors and Match fabric seat colors

Desert Sand  Sandy Beach  Ivy Moss  Tangerine  Orange Sunset  Sky
Desert  Sand  Moss  Orange  Sunset  Blue
Tidal Wave  Chocolate Fountain  Red Rose  Quarry Grey  Coal Black  Arctic Blue
Wave  Chocolate  Burgundy  Quarry  Black  Arctic
It’s in the details

Mechanisms

- Weight sensing synchro-tilter
- Synchro-tilter with back angle adjustment
- Multi-tilter

Features

- Vue mesh provides a flexible back – available in three heights
- Height adjustable arms are standard on all Loover task chairs
- Armcaps slide forward and back to accommodate tall or small users
- Optional memory foam in seat
- Width adjustable arms (WA) are standard on all Loover chairs

Base Options

- Black
- Optional Polished Aluminum